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Abstract 
Problems of efficient use of electric power and energy saving remain to be outstanding in our country. Implementation of smart systems 
for accounting and control of energy resources becomes the efficient solution of these problems. The problem of control and forecasting 
consumption of energy by the facility to cover internal needs represents an independent task. In general, systems are suggested which pertain 
to the control and accounting of energy resources supplied to the consumer of electric power. Approach to the development of system on the 
basis of concept of smart grids using dedicated complex of technical and software products allowing optimizing electric power expenditures, 
re-distributing electric power and promptly adjusting electric power grid characteristics is addressed in the present paper. Electric power supply 
control and monitoring devices receiving and transferring information to the server are installed in the places of connection of consumers 
to electric power supply grids. Server collects, accumulates and stores the information and is equipped with dedicated software allowing 
optimizing the load, preventing overloading and development of emergency situations within the electric power supply system. Such systems 
are suggested to be implemented by the facilities of nuclear industry. 
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Bntroduction 
Current day development of the national economy neces-
itates the need to ensure high-quality and reliable energy
upply and energy consumption. Domestically manufactured 
nd imported systems using diverse methods of control of
lectric power supply quality and systems for diagnostics of
eparate parameters of objects of the energy system are of-
ered on the market. Achieving resolution of the problem of
nergy saving is further complicated by pronounced ageing
f energy equipment, high costs of repairs of such equip-
ent and severe conditions existing on the energy market
f the country. According to the data presented in the “En-∗ Corresponding author at: 1, Studgorodok, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 
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.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creatirgy strategy of Russia for the period until 2030” [1] , not yet
ealized managerial and technological potential of energy sav-
ng reaches up to 40% of the overall volume of internal energy
onsumption. Efficient use of energy resources implies, first
f all, strict control of consumption using advanced account-
ng systems. One of the directions is the reduction of losses of
lectric power due to the implementation of smart accounting
ystems providing the possibility of accounting the quality of
lectric power supplied and limiting the load. 
As an example let us examine nuclear power plant (NPP)
2] . One of the outstanding tasks is to forecast electric power
onsumption for coverage of internal needs of the NPP for the
iven period of time. Consumption of electric power to cover
uxiliary needs is explained by the large number of consumers
f electric power ensuring functioning of NPP equipment
nd administrative buildings. NPP procures electric power to
over internal consumption from the united electric power
upply system based on the forecasted energy consumption.
hether the NPP will consume the whole pre-ordered electriccow Engineering Physics Institute). Production and hosting by Elsevier 
vecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. Role and place of the system for control and safety of final users of electric power. 
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p  power or will exceed (or will fall short of) the allocated limits
depends on the accuracy of the forecast. In case of inaccurate
forecasting and deviation from the allocated limits of electric
power supply the NPP will be forced to pay a penalty. 
At present no mathematical models have yet been devel-
oped allowing evaluating with high enough precision the need
in electric power to cover internal consumption for the fore-
casted period of time. Enhancement of accuracy of forecasting
is achievable due to the accumulation of detailed informa-
tion about each of the consumers of electric power (piece of
equipment, workshop and/or subdivision) and generation of
database of the consumers. Such systems are built on the ba-
sis of the concept of the so-called smart grids. The smart grid
technology represents the system optimizing energy expendi-
tures and allowing re-distributing electric power and promptly
changing characteristics of the electrical grid. At the level of
technological process bundling of electrical grids, consumers
and producers of electricity within the united automated sys-
tem takes place using dedicated complex of technical means.
Role and place of the proposed system 
General layout of systems for distribution, accounting and
control of electric power is provided in Fig. 1 . Electric power
distribution systems covering the whole chain from produc-ion (generation) of electric power to the final consumer at
he level of facility (company) occupy the upper level. The
ask for this level is to supply high-quality electric power to
he facility without disruptions in the supplies, to reduce the
robability of theft of electric power. Rates of electric power
onsumption are developed for the facility at this level. Au-
omated systems for control and accounting of electric power
esources (electric power) referring to the distribution of elec-
ric power within the facility are attributed to the second level.
he task for this level is to automatically collect the data for
ommercial accounting of electric power at the level of con-
umer (facility) using installed accounting devices. 
The proposed system refers to the third level. The task
or the third level is to perform complex assessment of func-
ioning of electric power supply grids at the level of electric
ower consumer allowing ensuring safe maintenance of ca-
le power lines, electrical equipment, generating recommen-
ations pertaining to the optimization of connection of load,
torage and analysis of the data on the consumed electric
ower for each element of the grids. 
rchitecture and arrangement of the system 
Small innovation enterprise affiliated to the Obninsk In-
titute for Nuclear Power Engineering of the NRNU MEPhI
ursues the developmqnt of flexible distributed system for
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Fig. 2. Layout of the system for control and protection of final consumers of electric power. 
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o  ontrol and protection of final users of electric power at the
ndustrial objects. General layout of the system is provided
n Fig. 2. 
Electrical power supply control devices are preliminarily
nstalled at the point of connection of consumers to the elec-
ric power supply system [3] . In order to connect the device
 package of data containing parameters for setting up the
evice is transmitted using powerline communications net-
ork (PLC), commands are issued to switch electrical power
upply on (off), to measure electrical voltage, current and
attage. The package of data on the status of the device and
alues of controlled parameters is transmitted at preset time
ntervals over the local network. The device is capable to
witch of electric power supply in automatic mode in case of
evelopment of emergency situations, overloading and fail-
res of the electric power supply grids. The device control-
ing electric power supply to the consumers of electric power
s capable to implement the functions of protection of con-
umer’s (consumers’) devices and the electric power supply
rids and to transmit the data containing values of controlled
arameters [4] . 
In case of impossibility to use PLC-network local commu-
ication network between other devices can be realized using
adio transmission channel (e.g. 433 or 868 MHz) or other
ata communication technologies (for instance, Ethernet net-
ork, wireless Wi-Fi, Zigbee network). 
If signal converter module is added to the device retrans-
ission unit is thus obtained allowing configuring the chan-
el (for instance, Ethernet network, wireless Wi-Fi, Zigbeeetwork) for data communication from all devices to the ex-
ernal data storage server where collection, processing and
torage of all data are performed and scenarios for control
f devices (equipment) are generated. External server imple-
ents collection, accumulation and storage of information and
s equipped with dedicated software [5] for accounting the
uantity of consumed electric power in time, quality of sup-
lied electric power, control of switching electrical power sup-
ly control devices on and off. This information is used for
nalysis and identification of dependences, plotting graphs,
harts, diagrams and tables. For example, it is possible to
tore and plot the profile (several profiles) of energy con-
umption for each device controlling electric power supply.
dditional information about the consumer is stored by the
xternal server including database of devices, diagram of the
lectric power supply grid (drawing of the electric power sup-
ly grid and its characteristics), rights of the consumers to
ccess the information, as well as auxiliary data required for
alculations. 
By entering the identifier and the password using Ethernet
etwork or Internet operator obtains access to the analysis of
nformation communicated to the data repository of the server,
o on-line monitoring of electric power consumption, account-
ng of electric power consumption by separate electric power
upply control devices, and, consequently, by equipment or
evice connected to the electric power supply grids, and to
ontrol of quality of supplied electric power. Operator also
an optimize the load, conduct remote control of switching
n (off) of electric power supply devices, diagnose failures,
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 take and implement decisions on the setting time intervals for
operation of equipment, set limitations on the consumed elec-
tric power. The system allows implementing on-line control
of electric power consumption and forecasting the volumes of
required needs in electric power for the preset time period. 
Conclusion 
Reduction of losses of electric power due to the imple-
mentation of smart accounting systems with possibility of ac-
counting quality of supplied electric power and limitation of
load constitutes an important task, including, in particular,
facilities belonging to nuclear industry. 
The proposed system refers to technical means for control
and accounting of parameters of electric power supply grids,
in particular, consumption of electric power with possibility
of control of connection of devices. The system possesses
scalability (due to the use of standard electric power supply
devices) and flexibility (combination of different data com-
munication technologies) properties. The system is intendedor analysis of electric power consumption, planning and op-
imization of load, practical implementation of solutions for
resetting time intervals for operation of equipment and for
reventing unauthorized use of electric power. 
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